Tractors are the main machines in agricultural production processes. Agricultural tractors commonly employ a four-wheel drive transmission. To reach maximum efficiency in production works, tractors are loaded by as high thrust as possible. The consequence of it, quite often, is that the slippage of driving wheels grows to the limit that is not allowed. To reduce the slippage, various ways are pointed out in terramechanics. One way is to increase the tractor's weight by adding ballast. The other way is to increase the contact area between tires and the supporting surface. The slippage can be also reduced with traction control and other relevant systems. These methods, which help to reduce slippage, also affect tire deformation. When proportion of tires deformation is not the same as proportion of their sizes, the consequence is change of the lead of front wheels. In this paper analysis is presented, how the lead of front wheels affects the work of MFWD tractor in different conditions. Test results are presented for a MFWD tractor, how the lead of front wheels varies depending on deformation ratios between front and rear tires. For a MFWD tractor, values of deformation ratio between front and rear tires were determined, which ensured effective and which produced unreasonable values of lead of front wheels.
Introduction
Tractors and agricultural machine units are the basic tools used in field production and internal field transport. Agricultural tractors require four-wheel drive, but standard four-by-four systems do not work when front wheels are smaller than rear wheels, as the smaller front wheels would turn faster than the rear wheels. The solution lies with a special four-by-four system known as MFWD. Mechanical front-wheel drive provides four-byfour capabilities to tractors with different-sized front and rear wheels. The use of a four-wheel drive system offers a number of advantages over two-wheel drive, mainly because it improves the tractor's ability to work in soft and wet soil and to cross slippery and uneven terrain (Patterson et al. 2013; Stoilov, Kostadinov 2009; Wong 2009 ). However, as noted by Molari et al. (2012) , Vantsevich (2007) and Żebrowski (2010) under certain circumstances, when the surface of soil is dry and hard, there is a tendency for a MFWD tractors to suffer a reduction of efficiency in power delivery as a result of the interaction between front and rear axles being less than optimal. In order to fully exploit the advantages of four-wheel drive and to avoid premature wear of transmission and tires, the peripheral speed of the front axle must be higher than the rear, on unequal wheel tractors. The front tires on a front wheel assist tractor need to travel between 1-5% faster than the rear tires. This difference in speed is called lead.
Traction ability of any tractor depends on main factors, namely: engine power, transmission type, tractor weight, contact area of driving tires and the soil strength (Janulevičius, Giedra 2008; Lyasko 2010; Wong 2009 ). The soil strength determines the traction force generated by tractor driving wheels, the wheel slippage and the rolling resistance on the tractor tires strength (Kichler et al. 2011; Wong 2009 ). Driving wheel slippage and the rolling resistance are regarded as the main reasons for power losses. When the soil is hard (dry), the grip is good and this results in a greater traction force, lower wheel slippage and rolling resistance (Bris et al. 2011; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013) . But when the soil is soft (wet), the driving wheels slip, resulting in high rolling resistance, which causes power losses and reduction in tractor's draft (Elwaleed et al. 2006; Kichler et al. 2011; Kiss 2003; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013) . The research shows that from 20 to 55% of the total tractor power may be lost in the interaction of tires with the terrain (Elwaleed et al. 2006; Kichler et al. 2011; Šmerda, Čupera 2010 ). This energy is not simply wasted -part of it produces a soil compaction, which may be detrimental to crop production (Chan et al. 2006; Kichler et al. 2011) . This problem of soft soil can be solved and tractor power utilized for thrust more efficiently by increasing tractor's weight and contact area between tires and the terrain. Thus, the MFWD tractor is preferable because its full weight is utilized for pressing on driving wheels, and the contact area between tires and the supporting surface is increased due to more driving wheels in action (Pranav, Pandey 2008; Stoilov, Kostadinov 2009; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013) .
Most small and medium duty four wheel drive tractors are available with different sizes of their front and rear wheels. Most such MFWD tractors are manufactured in such a way that in static conditions rear wheels would be loaded by 55 to 65% of the total weight of the tractor. Tractor researchers recommend maintaining this proportion of vertical wheel loads in working conditions as well (Bris et al. 2011; Stoilov, Kostadinov 2009; Máthé et al. 2013; Żebrowski 2010) . If it fails, it is recommended to aim that proportion between vertical loads of front and rear wheels would not deviate more than 10% (Pranav, Pandey 2008; Wong 2009 ).
One of the most important operational indicators shows what part of tractor's power is used efficiently for the work. Economic performance indicators of overall tractor/machine assembly depend on engine load and its mode of operation (Janulevičius et al. 2013; Macor, Rossetti 2013; Rahman, Yahya 2013) . Aiming at maximum economic efficiency in tillage operations, operators have to use tractors with potentially larger thrust (Kichler et al. 2011; Lyasko 2010; Molari et al. 2012) . Traction force depends on the pulling power and running speed. The usual speed of a tractor in field operations ranges from 0.83 to 4.2 m/s (Kichler et al. 2011; Sahu, Raheman 2006) . In this range of speed driving wheel slippage reaches its maximal value; therefore, the aim should be to reduce tire slippage and use more tractor power for thrust (Pranav, Pandey 2008; Šmerda, Čupera 2010) . Terramechanics points out several essential ways how to reduce the slippage. One possibility is to increase tractor's weight by adding ballast. The other possibility is to enlarge the contact area between tires and terrain. The slippage can be also reduced with traction control and other relevant systems. With enlargement of the contact area between tires and terrain tractor tires make less negative effect on the field (Elwaleed et al. 2006; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013 ) and the result is less compacted soil under the tracks (Arvidsson, Keller 2007; Chan et al. 2006; Kichler et al. 2011; Patel, Mani 2011) . Due to enlarged contact area tires sink less into the soil and the track is shallower. Furthermore, due to the larger contact area rolling resistance is smaller in soft soil (Elwaleed et al. 2006) . The more tires deform -the larger contact area between tires and the terrain. The contact area between tires and the terrain can be increased by reducing inflation pressure in the tires (Sapragonas, Dargužis 2011; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013; Xia 2011) . Based on finite element modeling, Xia (2011) constructed tire/terrain interaction model and provided dependences, how the tire/terrain contact area, rolling radius, traction force, soil compaction and other indicators depend on the tire inflation pressure.
Slippage of driving wheels can be reduced by mounting ballast weights to the tractor. Depending on the place where ballast weights are mounted and weight value, traction force can be increased by up to 15% (Janulevičius, Giedra 2008; Pranav, Pandey 2008) . However, added weight increases the rolling resistance of the tires, so when weights are added, the effect on the rolling resistance should be taken into account (Patterson et al. 2013; Stoilov, Kostadinov 2009; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013) . This method also has another very important drawback -a danger always remains to compact the soil too much and damage its deep structure (much deeper than it is tilled), which can reduce soil productivity (Arvidsson, Keller 2007; Pranav, Pandey 2008; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013) . As a first measure for reducing slippage, tractor researchers recommend lowering air pressure in the tires (Elwaleed et al. 2006; Kiss 2003; Šmerda, Čupera 2010; Taghavifar, Mardani 2013) . Currently, many tractors are operated with inflation pressure in the tires lowered to 80 kPa and even to a lesser value. It means that when the tires deform more, tractor weight is distributed over a larger contact area and the wheels' pressure to the soil decreases. Driving wheels less 'sink' into the soil, tracks are not so deep and the rolling resistance is reduced. Tire inflation pressure is regarded as the important factor which affects the tractor field performance indicators, such as traction force (Elwaleed et al. 2006; Šmerda, Čupera 2010; Wong 2009 ). However, when the tractor is working with lowered air pressure in the tires, there is always a risk that deformed tires will lose their specified proportions between each other. When specified proportions between tires are lost, wheel kinematic mismatch occurs (Janulevičius et al. 2014; Macor, Rossetti 2013; Stoilov, Kostadinov 2009; Vantsevich 2008; Żebrowski 2010 ) and the lead of front wheels changes (Molari et al. 2012; Szente 2009 ). Simulation results of Bris et al. (2011); Xia (2011) show that increasing inflation pressure is an efficient way to increase the tire stiffness and reduce tire vertical deformation.
Modern four-wheel drive tractors often have a rigid drive connection between front and rear wheels. Contrary to the highway vehicles (Patterson et al. 2013; Vantsevich 2008) , agricultural tractor drivelines usually do not have any mechanism to compensate variations in effective wheel radiuses that depend on the load, tire elasticity, inflation pressure, tire type or wear (Molari et al. 2012; Szente 2009; Żebrowski 2010) . Tire radiuses have to be matched so that the front and rear axle speeds would produce the same ground speed. As the front wheels are smaller, they must turn more quickly in comparison to rear wheels to reach approximately the same ground speed for front and rear tires. Added to this speed difference, the front wheels usually are specified to rotate slightly faster than the ideal rotational speed that would give exactly the same ground speed as the rear tires. The transmission is constructed to have a lead ratio (s p ) for the front wheels that is defined by (Molari et al. 2012) :
where:
f t v and r t v are theoretical speeds of the front and rear wheels respectively.
The front tires of agricultural tractors are generally driven around 2% faster (2% lead) than the matching speed over the ground of the rears. This makes the tractor easier to steer, but more importantly, more efficient. The front wheels when working in tilled soil, operate more efficiently at higher slippage than the rears, which are tracking in the soil consolidated by the front wheels (Molari et al. 2012; Szente 2009; Żebrowski 2010) . This ratio between front and rear axle drives is not standard with all MFWD tractors, which is evidenced by varying tire sizes used. This lead of the front drive wheels varies between tractor models, but usually is in the range from 1.5% to 3%. Any value of lead of front wheels in the range from 1% to 5% is considered acceptable when the tractor is working in soft soil (Szente 2009 ). Positive lead of front wheels should never be less than 1% and never higher than 5%, otherwise the tires will become deformed or suffer excessive wear (Żebrowski 2010) . Values of lead of front wheels out of this range could cause problems with handling and instability (lead <1, the rear axle 'pushes' the tractor in respect to the front axle) or cause excessive lead between the front and rear tires (lead >5, excessive mechanic effort of all the transmission chain). In both the cases, the tires are subject to rapid and uneven wear (Szente 2009) .
When MFWD tractor is operating with the incorrect value of lead, the tractor will often bounce and vibrate as the front and rear tires slip relative to each other to make up for speed differences. This is usually most noticeable on hard and dry surfaces (Szente 2009; Żebrowski 2010) . It can be difficult to tell the cause of this without careful measurement. If the percentage of lead of front wheels is too low, the front wheels will not be doing their fair share of work. This can be detected during thrust operation (particularly in soft conditions) by switching to two wheel drive mode. If wheel slip does not increase noticeably after switching into two wheel drive mode, this indicates that the lead of front wheels is too low. If the lead of front wheels is too low or sub-zero, the rear wheels are trying to push the front wheels and power circulation will occur in the transmission. This can result in transmission damage, excessive wear of tires, rough ride, increased turning radius and excessive use of fuel (Janulevičius et al. 2014; Vantsevich 2007; Żebrowski 2010 ). This circulating power not only increases wear of tires and driveline components, but also reduces the overall efficiency of the tractor. This circulating power, which is exchanged between the axles, is subject to losses in various places: between the front wheels and the terrain, between the ground and the rear wheels, and within the transmission itself. Thus, the tractor needs more power to compensate for these re-circulation losses. If the value of lead of front wheels is too high, front axle may bounce, front tires may wear rapidly and the soil may be messed under the front tires. This is mostly noticeable on hard terrain (Wong 2009; Żebrowski 2010) .
The analysis shows that in order to improve the efficiency of the tractor (more thrust, less slippage, lower fuel consumption, less impact on soil, etc.), tire deformations are inevitable, and the result is change in the lead of front wheels for MFWD tractor.
Purpose of the study: to determine the dependence, how the lead of front wheels varies depending on deformation ratios between front and rear tires for a MFWD tractor.
Materials and Methods
When tractor tires are deformed, wheel radiuses and theoretical rolling speeds are changed. Tire deformation depends on the vertical wheel loads, soil strength, tire dimensions and inflation pressures in the tires. When front and rear tires deform in such a way that proportion between wheel radiuses is changed, theoretical wheel speeds become different. Although theoretical speeds of the wheels vary, they are forced to move at the same ground speed, which is equal to the speed of the tractor -this is because axles are rigidly connected to the tractor's drive mechanism. While theoretical speeds are different, the actual ground speed must be equal, so one pair of driving wheels will be slipping, and the otherskidding (slippage means that tractor wheels are shifting against the direction of motion, and skid means that tractor wheels are shifting in the same direction as the tractor moves). We can record the following equation for inter-relation between speeds:
where: v is the actual speed of the tractor as well as its front and rear wheels; By admitting that theoretical speed of a wheel is equal to its dynamic radius multiplied by its angular velocity, we can rewrite Eq. (2) as follows:
where: w f and w r are angular velocity of the front and rear wheels; r are dynamic radiuses of front and rear wheels. The dynamic radius is obtained from the driving torque and the tractive force, which is generated in the tire-terrain interface. When the tractor moves with uniform speed, the angular acceleration of the driving wheel is zero. In this case, the dynamic radius is defined as the distance between the centre of the wheel and the resultant of the elementary tractive forces generated in the tire-terrain interface (Kiss 2003; Szente 2009 ).
Slippage d is defined as follows (Battiato, Diserens 2013; Maclaurin 2014; Wong 2009 ):
where: v t is the theoretical velocity of the wheel; v is the actual forward velocity of the axle of the wheel; w is the angular velocity of the wheel From the Eq. (3) we can see that MFWD tractor will not be submitted to slippage of wheels when ratio between deformations of rear and front wheel tires is equal to the ratio between angular speeds of rear and front wheels:
where: ∆ 
Equipment, Site and Layout
To determine dependencies between front/rear tire deformation ratios and the lead of front wheels for a MFWD tractor, a new tractor Valtra T-213 VERSU was used that not yet had been in service. For the research, different tire deformation values were obtained by changing inflation pressures in the tires and the ballasting of the tractor. Specifications of the tractor used for the research are listed in Table 1 .
Tests were conducted on a flat hard surface, on a straight path. The stretch selected road for the test 120 m long (Fig. 1) . The main 80 m distance was used for test, i.e. to determine the travel distance of the front and the rear wheels over 10 wheels-turnings. The 30 m distance was used for acceleration and 10 m distance -for preparation the tractor (to change configuration). Tests were carried out with all possible combinations of pressures (namely, 65, 110, 155, 200, 245 kPa) for the front/rear tires of the tractor (25 combinations in total).
All tests were performed both with enabled and disabled front axle, by traveling the same stretch in the same direction. During the tests, the drive axle differential was locked. During all the tests, ground speed was 1.43 m/s; engine speed was 1500 rpm. It was assumed that when the tractor (not loaded by traction force) was driving with disabled front axle at a constant speed (i.e., the tractor was already accelerated), front and rear wheels were rolling without slippage/skid. When front axle was enabled, driving wheels were slipping/skidding because of kinematic mismatch. During the tests, the distances were measured, how far each of the front and rear wheels traveled during 10 revolutions -with front axle enabled and disabled. Markers were attached to the front and rear wheels and marks were made on the road for the distances that both front and rear wheel pairs traveled by turning 10 revolutions (Fig. 1) . To measure the distance, laser gauge Bosch PLR 50 was used, having a measurement error of ±2 mm. For each combination of inflation pressures both with enabled and disabled front axle, three runs were performed to ensure repeatability and the reliability of the obtained results. Test results represent arithmetic average of all repetitions. Vertical load of each tractor wheel was determined by electronic axis scales WPD-2, specified for weight range from 5 to15000 kg with 1 kg error.
Calculations
Percent of slippage (or skid -when the result was obtained with a minus sign) of tractor's front and rear wheels was calculated according to the following equations:
where: Deformation coefficient for vehicle's tires is calculated according to the following equation:
where: r d is the dynamic radius of tire; r 0 is the inner radius of tire; H is the height of tire. The tire dynamic radius r d was determined according to ASAE Standard S296.2. as the distance travelled per revolution of the wheel divided by 2π when operating at the specified zero condition. The latter was here assumed to be the tractor operating at zero drawbar pull on a smooth road. Zoz, Grisso (2003) , Battiato, Diserens (2013) show that, the difference in measured dynamic radii between a hard road and a test surface is small under normal agricultural soil conditions (untilled soil), and thus has little impact on the final results.
Deformation coefficients for tractor's front and rear wheel tires were calculated according to the following equations: d -inner diameters of front and rear wheel tires respectively; H f and H r -height of front and rear wheel tires respectively; π -mathematical constant (π ≈ 3.14).
Percentage of the lead for the front axle was calculated according to the following equation:
The latter equation is obtained by inserting mathematical expressions from the second equation (theoretical speeds of the front and rear wheels) into the first equation.
Results and Discussion
In these tests, different tire deformation values were obtained by changing inflation pressures in the tires. Brand new tractor with brand new tires was used for the tests. Fig. 2 shows tire deformation dependences on tire inflation pressure for the tractor not loaded by traction force and traveling at the speed of 1.39 m/s. Coefficient Dr shows tire deformation extent. When a tire is not deformed, this coefficient is equal to one. Fig. 2 shows that when inflation pressures in front and rear tires were identical, rear tires of the tractor deformed slightly more than the front tires. Such difference in tire deformation can be related to differences in tire sizes and their vertical load ratios. Similar patterns in tire rolling radiuses' variation depending on tire inflation pressure were obtained by Xia (2011) , who created tire/terrain interaction model on the basis of finite element modeling. Fig. 2 shows that air pressure has a significant impact on tire deformation. When tire pressures were lowered from 245 to 65 kPa, tire deforma- tion coefficient values decreased by 0.07÷0.08. Namely, for the front tires this coefficient decreased by 0.078, i.e. from 0.963 to 0.885. In addition, for the rear tires this coefficient decreased by 0.072, i.e., from 0.94 to 0.868. It may be noted that by creating different air pressures in the front and rear tires; we can obtain their uniform deformations, i.e., deformations with equal deformation coefficients.
Figs 3 and 4 show, respectively, rear and front tire deformation dependences on inflation pressures in them, when tractor is running at the speed of 1.43 m/s without ballast mass and with 650 kg ballast mass on the rear hydraulic lift. From these figures, it is noticeable that tire inflation pressures and tire vertical loads have impact on the deformations. When 650 kg ballast mass was attached to the rear hydraulic lift, deformation coefficient for the rear tires increased, and for the front tires decreased in the range of 0.02-0.05. It is obvious that front and rear tire deformations due to the ballast mass affected the lead value for the front wheels of MFWD tractor.
Any tire deformation depends on many parameters, including vertical wheel load, tire dimensions, inflation pressure in the tire, etc., so every tire deformation case is individual. Disproportionate tire deformation makes kinematic mismatch of MFWD tractor wheels and changes the lead value of front wheels. In case of kinematic mismatch between driving wheels of MFWD tractor, one pair of driving wheels is forced to slippage, and the other -skid (Janulevičius et al. 2014; Stoilov, Kostadinov 2009; Żebrowski 2010) . In the rest of this paper analysis is presented, how tire deformation affects driving wheels' slippage/skid and the lead value of front wheels for a MFWD tractor.
Figs 5 and 6 correspondingly show how slippage/skid of rear and front wheels depend on the tire deformation values. Fig. 5 illustrates that driving rear wheels of the MFWD tractor can roll without slippage/ skid when front and rear tires during motion deform proportionately to their sizes, i.e., when front and rear tire deformation coefficients are more or less the same. Similarly, Fig. 6 illustrates that driving front wheels of the MFWD tractor can roll without slippage/skid when front and rear tires during motion deform proportionately to their sizes. It follows that driving wheels of both axles of the MFWD tractor can roll without slippage/ skid when front and rear tire deformation coefficients are more or less the same. Such cases are acceptable when tractor works at higher speeds on hard surface roads (e.g. in the transport works).
When deformation coefficient of the rear driving wheel tires was higher than deformation coefficient of the front driving wheel tires, rear wheels were slipping, and the front wheels -skidding. The maximum slippage of rear driving wheels (2.29%) and skid of front driving wheels (1.96%) occurred when tire deformation coefficients were as follows: for the rear tires -0.97, for the front tires -0.87. Sources of information (Szente 2009; Wong 2009 ) state that when rear wheels of MFWD tractor are slipping more than the front ones, the case is not satisfactory, because the tractor fails to utilize its maximum potential of thrust.
When working in field, the preferable case was obtained when deformation coefficient of the rear driving wheel tires was lower than deformation coefficient of the front driving wheel tires -in this case rear wheels were skidding, and the front wheels -slipping. The maximum slippage of front driving wheels (2.42%) and skid of rear driving wheels (1.26%) occurred when tire deformation coefficients were as follows: for the rear tires -0.89, for the front tires -0.95. In this case, in the field conditions, both front and rear wheels would slippage if the tractor was loaded by draft. Depending on the value of lead, front wheels would slippage more. Fig. 7 illustrates how the lead of front driving wheels depends on deformation values of front and rear tires for a MFWD tractor. Fig. 7 illustrates that when front and rear tire deformations for the tested tractor were more or less identical, i.e., when their deformation coefficient values were identical, the lead of front driving wheels was close to zero. When deformation coefficient value of the rear driving wheels was lower than defor- [kPa] p R 2 mation coefficient value of the front driving wheels, the lead of front driving wheels for the MFWD tractor was greater than zero (positive).
The largest lead of front driving wheels (4%) occurred when tire deformation coefficient values were as follows: for the rear tires -0.89, for the front tires -0.95. When deformation coefficient value of the rear driving wheels was higher than deformation coefficient value of the front driving wheels, the lead of front driving wheels for the MFWD tractor was lower than zero (negative). The largest negative lead of front driving wheels (-3.55%) occurred when tire deformation coefficient values were as follows: for the rear tires -0.97, for the front tires -0.87. The effective lead of front driving wheels for the MFWD tractors, depending on the operating conditions, prevails in the range of 1.5-4.0%. When working at higher speeds, rational lead of front driving wheels on a hard surface usually is in the range of 1-1.5% (Molari et al. 2012; Szente 2009 ). For MFWD tractor working in the kneaded soil and loaded by traction force, rational lead of front driving wheels is in the range of 3-4% (Szente 2009; Żebrowski 2010) . From test results presented in Fig. 6 we can see that the lead of front driving wheels is in the range from 1 to 1.5% when deformation coefficient of rear tires is lower than deformation coefficient of front tires by 0.02-0.04. The lead of front driving wheels is obtained in the range from 3 to 4% when deformation coefficient of rear tires is lower than deformation coefficient of front tires by 0.05-0.08.
When front tires of MFWD tractor were deformed more than the rear tires, i.e., when deformation coefficient of the rear driving wheel tires was higher than deformation coefficient of the front driving wheel tires, the lead of front driving wheels was very small or subzero (negative). Information sources (Molari et al. 2012; Szente 2009; Wong 2009 ) conclude that the work of MFWD tractor is not effective when the lead of front driving wheels is too low or negative. If percentage of lead of front driving wheels is too low, the front wheels will not be doing their fair share of work. If the lead is sub-zero, the rear wheels are trying to push the front wheels and power circulation will occur in the transmission. This can result in excessive tires wear and increased fuel consumption (Molari et al. 2012; Szente 2009; Wong 2009; Żebrowski 2010) .
The results of this study may provide helpful practical purpose insights into a reasonable choice of tractor tires pressure as well as effective control of driving wheels slip, with a view to optimizing lead of front driving wheels, thereby reducing the costs of operation process (fuel consumption, tire wear, etc.). The front and rear tire pressure difference depending on the tire load. When working in the field, the preferable case was obtained when deformation coefficient of the rear driving wheel tires was lower (0.01-0.06) than deformation coefficient of the front driving wheel tires. In this case, both front and rear wheels slip if the tractor would be loaded by traction force. Depending on the value of lead, front wheels would slip more.
The analysis shows that in order to improve the efficiency of the tractor (more thrust, less slippage, lower fuel consumption, etc.), tire pressure variety is inevitable, and the result is change in the lead. Meanwhile, many researchers in their works solve the problem of tractor slippage normalization by reducing the tire pressures or adding ballast masses. However, the influence of variations in tire pressures on lead of front driving wheels is considered just moderately. The analysis of front driving wheels lead is innovation of this paper. 
Conclusions
Any value of lead of the front wheels in the range from 1.5 to 5% is considered acceptable when MFWD tractor is working in soft soil. For the tractor Valta T-213 VERSU with front tires 540/65 R 30 (143 D) MICHELIN MULTIBIB and rear tires 650/65 R 42 (158 D) MI-CHELIN MULTIBIB the lead of front driving wheels was obtained in the range of 1.5-4.0% when deformation coefficient of rear driving wheel tires was lower than deformation coefficient of front driving wheel tires by 0.04÷0.08. Any value of lead of the front wheels in the range from 1 to 1.5% is considered acceptable when MFWD tractor is working on hard surfaces. For the tractor Valta T-213 VERSU with front tires 540/65 R 30 (143 D) MI-CHELIN MULTIBIB and rear tires 650/65 R 42 (158 D) MICHELIN MULTIBIB the lead of front driving wheels was obtained in the range of 1.0-1.5% when deformation coefficient of rear driving wheel tires was lower than deformation coefficient of front driving wheel tires by 0.02-0.04.
If the lead of front wheels is too low or sub-zero, the rear wheels are trying to push the front wheels and power circulation will occur in the transmission. This can result in excessive tires wear and increased fuel consumption. For the tractor Valta T-213 VERSU with front tires 540/65 R 30 (143 D) MICHELIN MULTIBIB and rear tires 650/65 R 42 (158 D) MICHELIN MUL-TIBIB the lead of front driving wheels was obtained in the range of 0-(-3.55)% when deformation coefficient of rear driving wheel tires was higher than deformation coefficient of front driving wheel tires by 0÷0.08.
